
 

When They Can't Afford Your Work Prep Worksheet 
 
How to use this Worksheet 
This template is designed for you to prepare for that inevitable situation when someone says 
your work is too expensive. If you haven’t already, read the accompanying blog post here: 
http://bit.ly/2FuySlx for all the details on how to prepare for and better deal with this specific 
sales situation. After you’ve finished working through the article and these topics, leave a 
comment on the blog to let me know what questions you have.  
 
Start With YOU. 
You get to decide how YOU respond in this situation. 
Write down How You Feel when you think of this happening or if you’ve actually had it happen 
to you: 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Plan Ahead 
When someone says your work isn’t affordable, be prepared with what you want to say next.  
Write down what you’d like to say when this happens. Feel free to use the examples from the 
article to get you started. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Are You willing to Sell it for Less? 
Write down how you feel when you think about selling your work for less than the full price. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Why is your work priced the way it is? Explain your prices here so you get clarity on them 
and discover questions that you need to answer about your pricing system: 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In what situations would you be okay with selling your work for less? Feel free to pick 
ideas from the list in the article. 
____________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Find Other Options 
Brainstorm ideas that might allow you to feel more comfortable coming down on your 
price when you feel it’s the right situation to lower your price. Use ideas from the article to 
get you started. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Process It: 
Now that you’ve read the article on how to handle this situation and have completed this 
worksheet, write down how you you’d like to respond after reading the full post and answering 
the questions on this worksheet. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Way to go!  
You’ve completed this worksheet and are now prepared to handle comments about your work 
being too expensive with grace and ease. Nice work!  
 
Know another artist who you think might need to think about their pricing and how to handle this 
kind of tricky sales situation? Be a great friend and forward them this link to the blog post that 
this worksheet accompanies.  
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